Abstract A major interest in the analysis of animal models of psychiatric diseases is their underlying cellular pathology and to gain information regarding whether pharmacological treatments, genetic differences or an altered environment exert an impact upon the brain morphology or on the morphology or activity of single neurones. In this review, several key methods will be introduced that allow the analysis of morphological changes that are frequently observed in psychiatric animal models. An overview of the techniques that enable dendritic arborisation, alterations in dendritic spines and changes in fibre densities to be analysed are described. Moreover, methods for the analysis of adult neurogenesis and neurodegeneration and for the analysis of neuronal activity in fixed brain tissue are described. An important step during the analysis of morphological changes is the estimation of the number of stained cells. Since conventional cell counting methods have several limitations, two different approaches that permit an estimate of the number of stained cells within three-dimensional tissue are also discussed.
Introduction
A major interest in the analysis of animal models of psychiatric diseases is to gain information regarding whether pharmacological manipulations, treatments, genetic differences or an altered environment exert an impact upon the behaviour of the animals. If such differences can be found, knowledge of whether these changes are accompanied, on the one hand, by changes in the gross morphology or, on the other, by changes in the electrophysiological properties of certain neuronal populations is of interest. Changes in gross morphology can be analysed by using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), whereas changes in functional properties can be examined in detail by using electrophysiological approaches.
In addition, changes can also occur at the morphological level, ranging from alterations in the total number of neurones in a brain area (e.g., often seen in the case of models of neurodegenerative diseases) to changes in the number of neuronal subpopulations. For example, adult neurogenesis in the hippocampus has gathered much attraction, since functional neurogenesis in this subregion has been discovered to have an impact upon certain forms of learning and memory formation. Moreover, adult neurogenesis might have an impact upon depression, since several antidepressants have been discovered that can increase the rate of adult neurogenesis within the hippocampus (Danzer 2012) . Changes in the morphology of individual neurones can occur, including (to name just a few) altered dendritic arborisation and changes in dendritic spine densities or length of individual spines. The analysis of such morphological changes is essential to understanding the mechanisms that can translate them into behavioural changes in these animal models.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) can be used to study changes in blood flow or flow-related phenomena in human subjects in vivo (Jueptner and Weiller 1995) . The fMRI technique is based on the difference in the magnetic properties of oxyhaemoglobin, which is the oxygen carrier and of deoxyhaemoglobin, which is a product produced in the areas of oxygen consumption, i.e., the brain parenchyma. This ratio is reflected as the physical phenomenon BOLD (blood oxygenation level dependent), which is thought to represent a marker of neuronal activity (Shtark et al. 2012 ). However, despite being an elegant method to examine the brain areas that show neuronal activity, the resolution offered by fMRI might not be high enough to analyse neuronal activity at the cellular level. Changes in neuronal activity at the morphological level can, for example, be evaluated by analysing the expression of "activity markers", such as c-fos. The counting of cells that are positive for an "activity marker" directly and a comparison of these numbers with those obtained by direct counting of the labelled cells under control conditions seem to represent a straightforward method for obtaining meaningful data. However, since a brain section represents a threedimensional space, the direct counting of labelled cells has several disadvantages.
In this review, various methods are introduced that allow a detailed analysis of those morphological changes that are related to behavioural alterations in animal models of psychiatric disorders. These methods include the analysis of dendritic branching patterns and the analysis of dendritic spines and fibre densities. Moreover, methods for analysing adult neurogenesis are discussed, as is the use of markers for analysing neuronal activity at the cellular level. Since the counting of cells in a three-dimensional tissue is much more complicated than counting cell numbers in a twodimensional environment, e.g., in cell culture dishes, a section of this review is devoted to the various methods of estimating neuronal densities or total neuronal numbers in brain tissue.
Dendritic arborisation
Neurones display elongated neuronal trees (axons and dendrites) arising from their cell bodies. The axons send signals to other neurones, whereas the dendrites receive signals from other neurones. The shape and complexity of the neuronal trees of a single neurone affect its connectivity. Changes in the complexity of the dendritic arborisation can alter the plastic network connectivities and thereby induce profound changes in neuronal networks and neuronal plasticity. To obtain insights into possible changes in the morphology of individual neurones, a method that allows the quantitative analysis of the relevant morphological characteristics is required. A widely used method is the so-called Sholl analysis, which was initially described in 1953 (Sholl 1953) . The Sholl analysis enables us to describe the distribution of neuronal segments at various distances away from the cell body. Three main methods of the Sholl analysis are in use, namely the linear, semi-log and loglog methods (Sholl 1953; Milosevic and Ristanovic 2007) , whereby the linear method is the method that is mainly used. Quantification can be undertaken by reconstructing a neurone and superimposing a series of concentric circles (spheres in three dimensions) of gradually increasing radius around the soma of the neurone (Fig. 1a) . Within each of the rings or spheres, various metrics can be obtained, such as the number of intersecting dendrites, the number of branching points ("intersection number") and the length of the intersecting dendrites. Furthermore, the total length of each dendrite can be calculated, as can the order of the dendritic branch. From these data, we can also make graphical representations of a neurone (Fig. 1b) . The greater the number of concentric circles and the smaller the intercircle intervals, the more precise is the analysis (Gutierrez and Davies 2007) .
The Sholl method has been used, for example, to analyse dendritic alterations in the cortex of humans suffering from Rett syndrome (Armstrong et al. 1995) and in a mouse model of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Sgobio et al. 2008) . By using the Sholl analysis, changes in dendritic complexity caused by prenatal stress have been detected Fig. 1 a Representation of the Sholl analysis. Quantification can be made by superimposing a series of concentric circles of gradually increasing radius around the soma of the neurone. Branching points, intersections and endings can be calculated with this method. b Example of a graphical representation of the dendritic branching pattern of a neurone. c Dendrite of a cortical pyramidal neurone with its dendritic spines (Golgi-Cox method). d One possible way of analysing the relative fibre densities is to count the number of fibre fragments that intercept grid-points within a counting frame. e Two fibres intercept grid-points (upper left). Since the analysis is conducted on two dimensional images, we cannot determine whether these fibre fragments belong to the same fibre or to different fibres (Murmu et al. 2006; Martinez-Tellez et al. 2009 ) and differences in dendritic morphology have been shown to correlate with anxiety-like behaviour (Miller et al. 2012) . In most of these studies, Golgi-impregnated material has been used (Sholl 1953; Schoenen 1982; Sgobio et al. 2008; Martinez-Tellez et al. 2009 ). However, single neurones that have been filled with neuronal tracers (Miller et al. 2012) can also be used in such analyses.
Nevertheless, the Sholl analysis is only infrequently used, since this technique suffers from the drawback of being an extremely time-consuming method, as it involves gathering a complete set of neurite intersection points in a series of concentric circles centred on the cell soma (Gutierrez and Davies 2007) . Thus, the manual drawing and counting of ring intersections in order to generate a Sholl profile takes a great deal of time. To overcome this drawback, computer-assisted methods have been developed. However, limitations still arise, since several computer-assisted protocols require extensive image editing before axons or dendritic trees become clearly distinguishable from the background (Gutierrez and Davies 2007) . Gutierrez and Davies (2007) have introduced a Sholl analysis technique that does not require image editing, although this technique requires significant user input to identify axon terminals and bifurcation points for a given neurone. Nonetheless, this method has been used in cases of dissociated neuronal cultures. A further method that allows a semiautomated analysis was introduced in 2010. Compared with conventional manual quantification, the semi-automated method should be about three times faster but with a similar level of sensitivity and minimal inter-user variability (Gensel et al. 2010) . However, these last two methods have only been tested in a two-dimensional environment (cell cultures), whereas neurones within brain tissue are situated in a threedimensional space and, therefore, the dendrites cannot be described sufficiently by merely analysing them along the xand y-axes. For the determination of the shape of neurones within the brain, we also need to acquire information concerning the z-axis. Thus, to obtain the full information of the dendrites within a brain section, a Sholl-analysis has to be performed in a three-dimensional space. This requires that the neurones are manually traced or that the tracing is assisted by a computer, which collects, during the reconstruction, the information needed. These computer-guided or computer-aided methods are implanted in various software programs, such as Neurolucida (MBFBioscience) or Imaris (Bitplane Scientific Software).
Dendritic spines
The dendrites of principal neurones of most brain areas are covered by small protrusions, the so-called dendritic spines. A classical dendritic spine consists in a head that is connected to the dendritic shaft by a narrow neck. Dendritic spines are the main sites of synaptic input for neurones (von Bohlen und Halbach 2009) and act as subcellular compartments that locally control signalling mechanisms. They are crucially involved in receiving and processing synaptic information. Spine density is related to the amount of connectivity between the neurones with dendritic spines and those axons from other neurones that build up synaptic contacts. One role of dendritic spines is therefore the establishment and the maintenance of these connections. Furthermore, dendritic spines also seem to be involved in further functions, since they compartmentalise calcium and other signalling components that are involved in synaptic efficacy (Nimchinsky et al. 2002) .
Dendritic spines are thought to play a prominent role in neuronal plasticity and several forms of learning have been shown to increase the number of dendritic spines (Geinisman 2000; Leuner and Shors 2004) . For example, spatial training of adult rats has been demonstrated to increase the learning ability associated with a significant increase in the spine densities of CA1 pyramidal neurones. These experiments have led to the conclusion that such an increase in spine density is responsible for altered connectivity, as a result of spatial training (Moser et al. 1994) . Likewise, during aging, the decline in memory and cognitive capacities is accompanied by a reduction in the spine densities of CA1 pyramidal neurones (von Bohlen und Halbach et al. 2006b ).
Alterations in dendritic spines have been found under a variety of conditions, including not only genetic disorders that result in mental retardation (von Bohlen und Halbach 2010a), such as Down's and fragile-X syndromes but also cases of traumatic lesions, progressive neurodegeneration and alcohol or toxin exposure (Fiala et al. 2002) . Changes in dendritic spines have further been noted in cases of schizophrenia (Bennett 2011 ) and major depression (Law et al. 2004) . Mainly reductions in spine densities have been described in major depression. Interestingly, treatment with several antidepressants has been shown to produce significant increases in dendritic spine density in an animal model of depression (Norrholm and Ouimet 2001) .
The visualisation of dendritic spines mainly involves silverimpregnation methods (so-called Golgi-impregnations). These methods were developed many years ago and were already used by Santiago Ramon y Cajal for visualising and describing the fine structure of the nervous system (see Garcia-Lopez et al. 2007 ); however, these techniques are still used today, since they allow the visualisation of dendritic spines (Fig. 1c ) in high quality. Nevertheless, to obtain good results, only Golgiimpregnated sections that are uniformly dark throughout the section should be used (Leuner et al. 2003) and only dendrites that display no breaks in their staining and that are not obscured by other neurones or artefacts (Liu et al. 2001 ) should be evaluated. Since primary dendrites are thick and often display only a small number of spines, a restricted analysis of spines located on secondary or tertiary dendritic trees might be useful. The number of dendritic spines per length, the so-called "spine density", is mainly calculated by dividing the number of spines on a segment by the length of the segment, the data being expressed as the number of spines per 10 μm dendritic length (Leuner et al. 2003; von Bohlen und Halbach et al. 2006a) . Such an evaluation can easily be performed by using cell culture systems; however, in brain sections, the dendrites extend through a three-dimensional space. Thus, in order to obtain results that are not biased by the z-axis, individual dendrites have to be traced three-dimensionally at high magnification (usually between 400× and 1000×). These reconstructions can, for example, be made by generating virtual serial sections (in the z-axis) by using a computer-aided system. Such z-stacks can subsequently be used for the reconstruction of the dendrites and their spines by means of, for example, an appropriate computer analysis system. The reconstructions (given that they have been generated at high magnification: 630× or 1000×) also enable the length of the individual dendritic spines to be measured. However, even when reconstructions are employed, the spine density estimates based only on visible spine counts represent an underestimate of the total number of spines. The number of spines invisible to the counter increase with increasing diameters of the dendrites analysed (Horner and Arbuthnott 1991) . A basic protocol that describes step-by-step the methodology for the impregnation and staining of neuronal tissue and the quantitative characterisation of neuronal morphology is not provided here, since it has been described recently by Milatovic and coworkers (2010) .
Fibre densities
Since a variety of mental and affective disorders and neurodegenerative diseases are associated with changes in diverse transmitter systems (Nikolaus et al. 2009; Schliebs and Arendt 2011) , not only the morphology of dendrites and dendritic spines but also the densities of fibres might be affected in several animal models of psychiatric diseases. Neurotransmitter-bearing fibres are mainly not visualised by antibodies directed against the neurotransmitter itself but by antibodies directed against enzymes that are involved in the formation of the neurotransmitter, such as tyrosine hydroxylase or choline acetyltransferase. In order to avoid the counting of all stained fibres within a brain region, the determination of the relative fibre densities allows a quick and reliable measurement of fibre densities. This method for analysing fibre densities is also suitable for quantifying degenerating axons, e.g., in animal models of epilepsy (von Bohlen und Halbach et al. 2004) . In most cases, images are taken at high magnification by using a digital camera and are analysed off-line as follows: a) a sampling line of 100 μm is randomly placed over the image and the number of positive fibres crossing the line is counted in different sections of each brain region and animal (Greferath et al. 2012 ) b) a frame with a defined region of interest is randomly placed over the image. In addition, a grid with a lattice spacing of several micrometres (in the x, y plane) is also placed over the image. Fibres intercepting the grid points are counted (Fig. 1d) and expressed per unit area of the region analysed. Relative fibre densities are expressed as Q = Gi/Go where Gi is the grid points intercepted by the fibres and Go is the total number of grid points (von Bohlen und Halbach et al. 2005) . However, since fibre densities can be high and since the images might have strong background staining, images can be contrast-enhanced, thresholded and converted to binary images (Mamounas et al. 2000) . It should be kept in mind that the fibres run through a three-dimensional space and that, by using this method, only fibres within a single plane are used for this estimate. If two fibre fragments intercept grid-points, we cannot distinguish whether these two fibre fragments belong to a single fibre or whether they belong to two different fibres (Fig. 1e) .
Markers for neurogenesis
Adult neurogenesis can mainly be observed in two brain regions:
& the subventricular zone (SVZ): the newly born cells of the SVZ migrate and differentiate into neurones within the olfactory bulb where they establish synaptic contacts and functional connections with neighbouring cells & the subgranular zone of the dentate gyrus (DG) of the hippocampus: the newly formed cells integrate into the granular layer of the DG and start to extend their axons and dendrites into their target areas. The later form of adult neurogenesis is also termed "adult hippocampal neurogenesis".
Neurogenesis within the adult brain is not a simple switch from a dividing precursor to a functional mature neurone; instead, adult neurogenesis is a multi-step process (proliferation, differentiation, migration, targeting and synaptic integration) that ends with the formation of a post-mitotic functionally integrated new neurone. Various markers are expressed during specific stages of adult neurogenesis. The availability of such markers allows the time-course and fate of newly born cells to be followed in a detailed and precise fashion. Several of the available markers are markers for proliferative events, whereas others are specific for the different phases of neurogenesis within the adult DG (von Bohlen und Halbach 2011). Neurogenesis within the DG occurs throughout postnatal life and is influenced by aging, behaviour and environment (Kempermann et al. 1997; Kim et al. 2002; Uda et al. 2006; von Bohlen und Halbach 2010b) . Adult hippocampal neurogenesis has attracted attention and interest, because, as has become increasingly clear, the new neurones exert critical functions in the hippocampus related to particular aspects of learning and memory (Kempermann 2011) . The amount of neurogenesis in the DG can be modulated by various factors that increase or decrease the number of newly generated neurones that become incorporated into the circuit; physical exercise or an enriched environment can increase neurogenesis, whereas aging can decrease neurogenesis (Marin-Burgin and Schinder 2012). Currently, several molecular mechanisms that regulate adult neurogenesis have been identified, including intracellular and extracellular players, such as cell cycle regulators, transcription factors and epigenetic regulators (Ming and Song 2011) . Moreover, a variety of neurological disease-risk genes have been shown to alter adult neurogenesis, including genes related to Alzheimer's disease, mental retardation and Rett syndrome (Ming and Song 2011) . Neurogenesis is down-regulated by stressful stimuli, such as sleep deprivation, social isolation, subordination to a dominant animal or exposure to predator odour (Danzer 2012 ). Depression has a profound impact upon several brain structures, such as the hippocampal formation. In numerous MRI studies, the hippocampal volumetric differences between depressed and healthy subjects have been analysed. Although some inconsistencies exist among the different studies, a smaller hippocampal volume in depressed patients seems to be related to the pathophysiology of the disease (Eker and Gonul 2010 ). An interesting aspect of antidepressant treatment is that it is capable of blocking or reversing the hippocampal atrophy that is observed in patients with depression (Schmidt and Duman 2007) . As has also been reported, stress paradigms and some animal models of depression result in a decrease in hippocampal volume and neurogenesis and chronic antidepressant treatment is not only effective in the treatment of depression but also upregulates adult hippocampal neurogenesis (Dranovsky and Hen 2006; Gass and Henn 2009; Dokter and von Bohlen und Halbach 2012) ; these changes are paralleled by behavioural changes in animal models of depression (Dranovsky and Hen 2006) .
To analyse possible alterations in neurogenesis in different animal models, one should keep in mind that adult neurogenesis is a multi-step process. Thus, interesting aspects might include not only whether neurogenesis is altered in general but also which steps of neurogenesis are mainly affected (e.g., proliferation or differentiation). By chance, different markers are expressed during specific stages of adult neurogenesis (Fig. 2a) . The availability of markers for proliferation and for early and late phases of adult neurogenesis allows the examination of these various steps in detail.
Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) is an S-phase-specific marker, which is incorporated into DNA. The visualisation of BrdU by using specific antibodies allows the detection of newly formed cells. BrdU application is mainly conducted by intraperitoneal injection. Depending on the application mode (duration, concentration of applied BrdU and survival times after BrdU injection), the number of labelled cells can vary within the brain (Taupin 2007a (Taupin , 2007b ). Since BrdU is not intrinsically expressed but must be applied, BrdU can be used for "birth dating" and the monitoring of cell proliferation. However, BrdU is not specific for neurogenesis, since it is a general marker of proliferative events. Thus, BrdU labelling does not allow us to distinguish between newly formed glia cells, neuronal cells or other proliferating cells. To determine that changes in BrdU labelling are indeed related to altered neurogenesis, one has to combine this labelling with other markers that label newly formed neurones at later stages in the time-course of neurogenesis (von Bohlen und Halbach 2007). Detailed information concerning the use of BrdU immunohistochemistry for studying adult neurogenesis can be found in the excellent review article by Taupin (2007a) .
Antibodies directed against Ki-67, phosphohistone H3 (Fig. 2b) , proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) or minichromosome maintenance protein 2 can be used to stain proliferating cells. These markers are widely used to identify proliferating and mitotic cells in the hippocampus and, in contrast to BrdU, they are intrinsically expressed (von Bohlen und Halbach 2011). Markers, such as glial fibrillary acidic protein, musashi-1, nestin, paired box gene 6 or SRYrelated HMG-box gene 2, can be used to monitor early stages of adult gliogenesis and neurogenesis, as these markers are expressed at early stages of adult neurogenesis. However, whether these cells will become neurones or glia cannot be distinguished. Markers for the neuronal lineage, such as T-box brain gene 2 and the basic helix-loop-helix protein NeuroD, are expressed in mitotically active young neuronal cells, whereas the polysialylated embryonic form of the neural cell adhesion molecule (PSA-NCAM) and doublecortin (DCX) are expressed by both young mitotically active and young postmitotic neurones. Thus, a transient co-expression of PSA-NCAM or DCX occurs (Fig. 2c ) with NeuroD and a transient co-expression of PSA-NCAM or DCX occurs with NeuN, a marker for mature neuronal cells, indicating that PSA-NCAM and DCX are markers for the neuronal lineage in the adult DG (von Bohlen und Halbach 2011). The use of antibodies directed against these markers, either alone or in combination, allow us to monitor adult neurogenesis and to examine whether changes in adult neurogenesis are attributable to proliferative events or to differentiation. In order to identify whether significant changes in the population of neurogenic cells occur between two groups of animals, the number of stained cells has to be determined. Several methods for estimating cell numbers or cell densities are presented below.
Neurodegeneration
Neurodegenerative events can be detected in several disorders of the central nervous system. In particular, epilepsy can induce neurodegeneration. In order to monitor neurodegeneration, several techniques are available. The visualisation of degenerated fibres can be performed by using selective silver impregnations, such as the Nauta-Gygax method (Nauta and Gygax 1954) and the densities of degenerated fibres can be estimated (see above). Cell death, such as apoptotic cell death, can be monitored by using TUNEL or immunohistochemistry for activated caspase-3. However, these protocols are not suitable for visualising only degenerative neurones. In 1997, a fluorochrome that allows the visualisation of neuronal degeneration was introduced (Schmued et al. 1997 ). This fluorochrome was termed "Fluoro-Jade". Fluoro-Jade-stained neurones display a greenish fluorescent colour. Fluoro-Jade not only allows the detection of the soma of degenerative neurones but also allows the visualisation of their dendritic arborisations (Schmued et al. 1997) . Some years later, Fluoro-Jade B (Fig. 2d) and FluoroJade C were introduced (Schmued and Hopkins 2000; Schmued et al. 2005 ). Both substances have higher affinities than Fluoro-Jade for the entire degenerating neurone, including the cell body, dendrites and axons, whereby Fluoro-Jade C exhibits the greatest signal to background ratio and the highest resolution (Schmued et al. 2005) . Fluoro-Jade has successfully been used to analyse neurodegeneration, for example, in animal models of depression (olfactory bulbectomy, Jarosik et al. 2007) or epilepsy (such as pilocarpin treatment, Wang et al. 2008; kindling, Cole-Edwards et al. 2006 ).
Activity marker
Activity-dependent changes are required for the learning and memory of transient experiences. Many of these responses to neuronal activation are believed to be mediated by the de novo synthesis of RNA and proteins (Sun et al. 2007 ). In particular, the expression of certain immediate-early genes is modulated by neurones in response to their stimulation. Among the first proteins that are up-regulated after stimulation are proteins encoded by genes belonging to the inducible transcription factors (ITFs), such as c-Fos (Fig. 2e) , c-Jun or Zif268. The expression of Zif268 (also known as Egr1) is, for example, induced by behavioural stimulation, such as spatial learning (Fordyce et al. 1994) and by the expression of c-Fos and c-Jun (Vann et al. 2000; Teather et al. 2005) .
Since these proteins accumulate rapidly after neuronal stimulation, their visualisation, by means of immunohistochemistry, Fig. 2 a Markers suitable for staging adult neurogenesis. The different markers are specific for certain stages of adult neurogenesis and allow the identification not only of proliferating cells but also of young neurones (GFAP glial fibrillary acidic protein, Pax6 paired box gene 6, Sox2 SRY-related HMG-box gene 2, Tbr2 T-box brain gene 2, NeuroD basic helix-loop-helix protein, PSA-NCAM polysialylated embryonic form of the neural cell adhesion molecule, DCX doublecortin, NeuN marker for mature neuronal cells). b Phosphohistone-H3-positive cells in the murine dentate gyrus (DG) are shown in red. DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) was used for visualisation of cell nuclei (blue). c DCX-positive cells in the murine DG. DAPI (blue) was used for nuclear counterstaining. d Cells positive for Fluoro-Jade B (a fluorochrome that allows the visualisation of neuronal degeneration) within the murine brain. e Cells positive for c-Fos (an inducible transcription factor; red) within the basolateral nucleus of the rat amygdala. DAPI (blue) was used for nuclear counterstaining. f Four objects (A-D) are located within a three-dimensional tissue. The four sections (S1-S4) through the tissue are indicated by horizontal lines and the objects are represented as circles. Objects A and B are of the same size, as are C and D. Objects A and B have a greater height than the section thickness, whereas objects C and D have a smaller height than the section thickness. Because of the size of the objects ("particles") and their distribution within the tissue, the particles are cut and thus the sum of the number of profiles (P) counted is not equivalent to the total number of particles allows the detection of single activated neurones. c-Fos has become the most widely used functional anatomical marker of activated neurones, since it is only expressed at low levels in the brain under basal conditions and since it is stereotypically induced in response to several extracellular signals (Kovacs 2008) and by synaptic stimulation (Chaudhuri 1997) . Moreover, the detection of c-Fos protein is not complicated and can easily be combined with various markers, such as neuropeptides or neuronal tracers (Kovacs 2008) . The use of these activity markers might therefore be extremely helpful in the determination of differences in neuronal activity by comparing either genetically altered animals or animals subjected to different behavioural paradigms with appropriate control animals. The c-Fos method has been used, for example, in analyses of animal models of depression, such as learned helplessness (Enkel et al. 2010) or olfactory bulbectomy (Roche et al. 2007) .
Aside from these factors, several other substances have been identified that might function as useful markers for mapping neuronal activity, such as Cbp/p300-interacting transactivator with ED-rich tail 2, CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein b, neuronal orphan receptor-1 (Sun et al. 2007) or activity-regulated cytoskeletal-associated protein (Arc). Arc is induced by neuronal excitation and is considered to play a key role in activity-dependent synaptic modification (Lyford et al. 1995) . Interesting features of this protein are that the newly-synthesised Arc mRNA is rapidly delivered into active synaptic sites (Steward et al. 1998) and that Arc labels activated dendrites (Kovacs 2008 ).
However, we should keep in mind that problems occur in the use of ITFs as markers for neuronal activity, since reports have been presented that not all neurones express a particular ITF. Thus, these markers cannot be considered as general markers of neuronal activity for application throughout the central nervous system (Chaudhuri 1997; Kovacs 2008) .
Once successful staining has been achieved with an activity marker, one should think of means of analysing these staining patterns. Various modes of analysis are available; thus, in several reports (Vann et al. 2000; Teather et al. 2005; Roche et al. 2007; Dodd et al. 2010) , the number of stained profiles were quantified in a defined area and expressed as numbers of immunoreactive cells per section in each brain area or the counts for an area of interest were obtained from several alternate sections to produce a mean for each animal. Hence, different results might be obtained depending on the mode of quantification. The advantages and disadvantages of these (and other) methods for quantification are discussed below.
Cell counts
After successful staining, the next crucial step is to estimate the number of stained cells and to compare these estimates between different groups. Two different approaches might be of interest: the determination of stained cells within a given two-dimensional area or the determination of the total number of stained cells within a brain region.
In the first case, the total cell number is not determined but rather the number of cells within a region of interest, e.g., within a brain area. By this method, the cell numbers within a two-dimensional area is determined. The data are thought to represent cell densities. However, within a given brain area, the cells might not be uniformly distributed. Therefore, serial sections are required and the cell densities have to be determined in different subsequent sections, e.g., in every third section. Thus, the counts are performed on single histological sections and the data are expressed as mean densities of the counted elements.
Another approach is to use serial sections and to count either every stained cell in a given brain area throughout all sections or to count the cells in, for example, every third section and afterwards to multiply the numbers by three. Using this method, one should obtain an estimate of the total number of stained cells within a brain area. Both methods are easy to perform but they are not comparable, since cell densities do not necessarily allow any conclusions to be drawn concerning total cell numbers.
Unfortunately, these methods have severe limitations, if they are used to determine the number of stained cells in a three-dimensional tissue that is sectioned. First, the observer believes that cells are being counted; however, not cells but their profiles are being counted. A profile is a slice of a particle (in this case a stained cell) that appears in a histological section (Gundersen et al. 1988) . If the cell is thicker than the section thickness, several profiles of a single cell can be detected in adjacent sections (Fig. 2f) .
If 30% more labelled neuronal profiles are detected after an experimental manipulation, the usual conclusion would be that the manipulation leads to an increase of 30% in the number of labelled neurones. Unfortunately, this is rarely the case, because of a lack of a simple relationship between particle and profile numbers (Coggeshall 1992) , since the cells might have also changed their shape. A solution might be the use of sections that are thicker than the cells. However, even in this case, one problem still persists: during processing, the tissue shrinks. Thus, measurements should be corrected for this, e.g., by applying a shrinkage factor. For the calculation of this factor, one needs the section thickness after cutting the tissue and the postprocessing thickness, which can be obtained by measuring the tissue thickness in the z-axis after embedding.
A comparison of the profile counts might suggest an increase in cell densities when comparing the experimental with the control situation. However, this might also be attributable to changes in the size of the cells or to changes in the volume of the brain area analysed. Changes in the size of the cells can be detected by measuring their height and the volume of a brain area can either be determined by using Cavalieri's method (Gundersen et al. 1988; Cruz-Orive 1999) or by computer-aided devices.
In order to minimise the problems occurring by counting cells in sections derived from a three-dimensional tissue, several approaches have been suggested.
1.
One method is the application of a correction formula as introduced by Abercrombie (1946) . This formula converts the number of profiles counted within a threedimensional section to an estimate of the true number of objects. The Linderstrøm-Lang/Abercrombie equation is
N is an estimate of the number of objects whose central points lie within the sampled portions of a defined region in one or multiple sections n is the counted number of object segments in the sampled portions of that region in those sections, by using an unbiased sampling design t is the (mean) thickness of the section(s) in which n is counted H is the mean height of the objects, measured perpendicularly to the plane of section (Hedreen 1998 ).
This method is unbiased as a thought experiment, regardless of the variation in the object size, shape or anisotropicity but in practice suffers from some difficulties (Hedreen 1998 ). Abercrombie's method is easy to use and, since many investigators are interested to find out whether a relative and significant difference occurs in numbers between treatment and control groups, rather than attempting to estimate absolute numbers, this method is in most cases sufficient (von Bartheld 2002; Schober et al. 2007 ). The errors that might be introduced with this method are thought to be negligible when the section thickness exceeds the greatest nuclear height by a factor of about 1.5 (Clarke 1992).
2.
Another approach is the use of stereological methods (Gundersen et al. 1988) , such as the optical disector or optical fractionator. In the case of the optical disector, a two-step process is required that involves the estimation of both the volume of the structure (est V ref ) and the volume density (est N V ). The product of the two is an estimate of the total number: est V ref * est N V = est N (West 1999) . The fractionator approach involves the determination of the number of objects, SumQ -, in a known fraction (f) of a structure and multiplication of this number by the reciprocal of the fraction sampled, 1/f which allows an estimate of N to be obtained by using the equation estN = SumQ -* 1/f (West 1999) .
Advantages of the stereological approaches include that they are theoretically unbiased, that no assumptions have to be made concerning the size, shape or orientation of the particles and that at least the optical disector is highly efficient (von Bartheld 2002) . Disadvantages include that these methods require thick sections, that accuracy can be affected by differential shrinkage and compression of sections and that some special equipment, such as a sensitive z-axis encoder, is needed (von Bartheld 2002).
Currently, the above-mentioned methods are thought to represent the methods of choice for either estimating the densities of stained cells within a given area or for estimating the total number of stained cells within a brain region. Detailed protocols that describe step-by-step the methodological determination of cell numbers in a three-dimensional tissue are, for example, provided by Williams and colleagues (2003) 
Concluding remarks
In this review, several key methods have been described that allow the analysis of morphological changes that are frequently observed in psychiatric animal models. These morphological methods, especially in combination with other methods, such as behavioural analysis, electrophysiological studies and the analysis of signalling pathways, to name just a few, are essential for an understanding of the changes occurring in the brain that translate into behavioural changes. A detailed insight into these parameters is also essential for the development of future pharmacological or therapeutical strategies.
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